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sangeetha menon, ph.d professor & head, consciousness ... - human identity. the other major
conferences she has organised are “science and metaphysics: the other major conferences she has organised
are “science and metaphysics: consciousness and genetics” (2002, nias); “science and beyond” (2003, nias);
“consciousness, locke and hume on persons and personal identity: a moral ... - locke and hume on
persons and personal identity: a moral difference ruth boeker university at albany (suny) locke and hume on
persons and personal identity: a moral di erence abstract: locke argues both that ‘person’ is a forensic term
and that personal identity consists in sameness of consciousness i argue that the best way to reconcile these
two claims is to interpret locke as giving a ... human consciousness - researchgate - the present volume of
“human consciousness and yogic science is an attempt to understand the mystery of consciousness in
perspective to yoga. the book specially focuses over what the real ... review of david degrazia’s human
identity and bioethics - 1 review of david degrazia’s human identity and bioethics david degrazia has
penned an ambitious book that brings recent work in the metaphysics of personal identity as well as the “nonmetaphysical” notion of narrative identity to australasian journal of philosophy vol. 72, no. 2; june 1994
- australasian journal of philosophy vol. 72, no. 2; june 1994 is psychology relevant to personal identity? eric
olson could we outlive, or be outlived by, those human organisms that are so intimately con- on parfit’s view
that we are not human beings eric t ... - 1 on parfit’s view that we are not human beings eric t. olson,
university of sheffield in a. o'hear, ed., mind, self and person (royal institute of philosophy supplement how
important are our memories for our identity? - jamie slagel lloyd davies philosophy prize oriel college
oxford how important are our memories for our identity? it is often thought that memory is what gives us all
our unique identity. consciousness and the concept of a person - consciousness and the concept of a
person 3 (i) to preserve the logical properties of identity, like transitivity 6; (ii) to really provide us with a
necessary and sufficient reductive being human:the problem of agency - for the possibility of being a
human, should clearly serve to separate this view of common humanity from the enlightenment model of
intrinsi- cally rational ‘man’, characterised by ‘his’ 2 mastery over nature. the reductionism of
consciousness - thomastsoi - the reductionism of conscious ness tsoi wai chuen, thomas department of
philosophy, chinese university of hong kong abstract the idea of consciousness has created major difficulties in
the doctrine of david degrazia identity, killing, and the boundaries our ... - the capacity for
consciousness); our identity is a function of the contin- uation of this capacity. as for what matters in ... e.g.,
eric olson, the human animal (new york oxford university press, 1997); and lynne rudder baker, persons and
bodies (cambridge: cambridge university press, 2000). 415 identity, killing, and the boundaries of our
existence section on abortion). the ethics of killing ...
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